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1. Introduction

- Background event reduction before the HLT full reconstruction
  using the fast tracking + ECL clustring
  was planned in the original design of HLT so as to reduce
  the total CPU consumption for the cost reduction.
      -> Level 3 trigger

- In our experience in the former Belle experiment, ~50%
  reduction of background reduction was achieved by applying
     * track cut (|z| < 15cm (?))
     * ECL energy sum > 1GeV

- The tracking/clustering was done using special codes which 
  run faster than that in the usual reconstruction.



  

- Ave. time is > 0.3 sec./event/core.

- To manage 30kHz, one event must
  be processed in 0.000033 sec.

    => Needs large scale parallel 
         processing with a granularity 
         of O(10000).
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  * 1/2 rate reduction with “Level 3” filter
      - Based on fast CDC tracking + ECL clustering. 
      - Cut in the track |z| position and ECL energy sum 
  * Full event reconstruction using all detector signals except PXD
  * Software trigger using physics event skim codes
    (Hadronic/tau event selection....) + Monitor trigger 
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HLT Software Trigger Scheme (Level 3 vs. FastReco)



  



  

Processing time normalized by cross section+trigger rate
of each channel

The time satisfies the requirement of <0.33 sec.

Thomas Hauth

* BG is not
  considered.



  

- However, one worry arises that the fast event selection
  using only CDC and ECL can introduce another systematics
  in the final physics selection (especially in the rare decay
  physics such as the dark matter search.)  

- At the beginning of the experiment, the HLT processing power 
  is enough to run full event reconstruction w/o L3 or FastReco
  (even without HLT selection = beam-reco-monitor).

- The HLT operation without L3 or FastReco has been kept
  so far until now (although HLT selection was turned on).



  

- Meanwhile, the effort to reduce the HLT processing time
  w/o L3/FastReco has been done.



  

- However, the improvement is just for the current trigger condition.

- When the trigger rate drastically increases with the higher luminosity,
  it might be impossible to speed up the processing time only by this
  effort.

- Effort for trigger rate reduction = trigger tightening is necessary.

- As a part of the effort, re-implementation of Level3/FastReco
  might be necessary.



  

- Level 3 filtering is basically the same as what we expect
  for CDC 3-D trigger + ECL energy sum trigger, that can 
  be managed in Level1 trigger.

- If such hardware trigger works as expected, it effectively
  behaves just like Level 3 trigger, and we don’t need to implement
  the code in HLT processing.

->  What is the status of 3-D trigger?
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